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First Results of a Positron Microscope

James Van House and Arthur Rich
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(Ret:eived 14 July 1987)

We have constructed a prototype transmission positron microscope (TPM) and taken magnified pic-
tures of various objects with it. Information gained from the prototype TPM has allowed us to predict
resolutions achievable in the near future with an upgraded TPM. Applications are discussed.

PACS numbers 07.80.+x, 41.80,—y, 61.80,Fe

The transmission electron microscope (TEM) when

originally introduced had as a major goal the exploita-
tion of the high resolution made possible by subangstrom
de Broglie wavelengths. During the past decades ang-
strom resolutions have finally been realized, but perhaps
of equal interest, a number of new types of electron mi-

croscopes, such as the scanning transmission, scanning
tunneling, and field-emission microscopes, have been
used in a variety of imaging applications, some at resolu-

tions as low as 1 pm. In addition, a number of micro-
scopes using other particles (various types of ions' and
the neutron ) have been developed. These latter devices
have as their goal image formation resulting in a dif-

ferent contrast, as well as possibly higher resolution than
that obtained with the use of electrons.

In this Letter we present the first results obtained with

the positron (e+) as the imaging particle in a transmis-
sion microscope. The transmission positron microscope
(TPM) should have a variety of new applications as a re-
sult of the different contrast which appears when e+
rather than e are used as the imaging particle. Our in-

strument uses a slow e+ beam which, when combined
with "positron" optics appropriate to the slow e+ emit-
tance, and the use of image analysis techniques, has per-
mitted us to construct the first TPM, compare its proper-
ties to our calculations, and obtain magnified images of
several thin films. The purpose of our Letter is to detail
the above features and to discuss the new applications re-
ferred to above.

The success of our instrument is partially based on the
fact that the brightness of an e+-emitting radioactive
source, initially too low for imaging, is increased enor-

mously by a process called moderation. 3 In this process
the initially high-energy (=100-500 keV) source e+
thermalize in, for example, a W crystal and, with proba-
bility 10 -10, are ejected at an energy of about 2
eV. The ejected e+ are then formed into a beam. The
e+ moderation process and the formation of slow e+
beams is now a standard technique.

Our e+ beam optics (Fig. 1) focuses 3.5x10 e+/sec
into a 1.7-mm spot at the target. The e+ transmitted
through the target are imaged by an objective lens and
then by a projector lens onto a three-plate channel
electron-multiplier array (CEMA) with a phosphor-
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FIG. 1. The transmission positron microscope. Positrons
(e+) from a Na source are incident on a W vane moderator.
The reemitted slow e+ are focused into a beam which is trans-
ported to a bending magnet. The beam is subsequently in-

cident on a low-aberration condenser lens which focuses it onto
the target.

screen anode. The CEMA-phosphor combination con-
verts each e+ into a spot of light which is detected by an
image-analysis system (Fig. 1). The system adds the
event to the appropriate memory location in a 384x 384
array, resulting in a digital signal averaging which is
crucial to our initial results, since it allows an image to
be built up at rates as low as 200 Hz.

Resolution of the transmission positron micro
scope.—In the paraxial approximation, the spatial reso-
lution in object space of the objective lens (where aberra-
tions affect the image most strongly), under the condi-
tion that the magnification M »1, can be expressed as

R —,
' C,a +C,~a/3E.

Here C, and C, are the spherical and chromatic aberra-
tion coefficients of the lens, E is the energy of the beam
at the target, and tkE is the variation in E (ikE«E).
The half-angle a is the acceptance angle of the lens,
determined in our system by the contrast aperture shown
in Fig. 1. The beam incident on the lens has an angular
spread a' which is determined by the initial phase space
of the beam at the moderator, as well as by the optics
used to accelerate, transport, and focus the beam onto
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the target. If a' ~ a, R will be determined by a', which
should then be used in Eq. (1) rather than a.

In the TEM, R is determined by a minimization of the
combination of lens aberrations [Eq.(1)] and diffraction
spreading [Rd =0.6k/a with X =h (2mE) '~ the de Bro-
glie wavelength], giving a limit on R (with neglect of
chromatic aberrations) of R '=0.4C,' A,

i which, at
E =100 KeV and C, =2 mm, is about 2 k In the
TPM, because of low beam brightness, R is currently
limited by statistics rather than by R"' so that beam and
detector properties must be considered. The optimiza-
tion of R for the TPM involves our restricting a (or a')
until the detector counting rate is the minimum required
to form an image in a reasonable time. With these con-
siderations, and in view of the rapid development of both
slow e+ beam-generation and imaging technology, we
will present Eq. (1) in a form which allows us to deter-
mine R for a wide variety of possible beam and detector
configurations.

We first relate the acceptance angle a (assumed
small) to the beam current density pd at the detector
(pd =Id/Ad, where Ad and Id are the beam area and the

current at the detector, respectively) and to the current
density p at the moderator (p =I /A where A is
the moderator area and I the moderated-positron cur-
rent). If 0 is the spread in emission angle of positrons
from the moderator, E the emission energy, E the beam
energy at the target, and M the system magnification,
then, using Liouville's theorem, we find

pd Ema=
pm E MsinO .

The value of M is determined by the detector resolu-
tion. This is because, if R =0, the minimum resolvable
feature on the detected image would be given by rd
=MRd, where rd is the diameter of a single-particle im-
age produced by the CEMA and Rd the corresponding
detector resolution referred back to the object. Since R
and Rd are independent, the overall system resolution,
R, is the quadrature sum of R and Rd. An approxi-
mate optimization of R under our conditions of low
beam rate occurs when R =Rd. If we use M =rd/R and
substitute Eq. (2) into Eq. (1), solution of the resulting
quartic in R yields

Cc AE
6 E

i /2
Em

E sinO
pd

pm

' 1/2
9C, rd sin8 [(pd/p~)(F~/F)] '"

rd l+ 1+
(c,m/E) 2

(3)

1/4
C, pd Em

pm E (rdsin8 )''. (4)

In the case where spherical aberrations dominate R,
which commonly occurs in the TEM, Eq. (3) simplifies
to

density, p ', at which R(p ) =R '. Since R~' and R
both scale as E i, p

' is independent of energy. For
p & p, no further improvement in R is obtained; how-
ever, running time for a given R decreases as p in-
creases.

The verification of the above analysis is crucial to further
development of the TPM. Our experiment has con-
firmed the analysis (see next section); however, before a
detailed presentation of our specific results, we give a
more general discussion applicable to a wider range of
current and proposed technologies.

The parameter pd is set by the dual criteria that it
yield an image with sufficient statistics to give good con-
trast in a reasonable time as well as being acceptably
above the detector dark noise. These criteria, in turn,
are partially determined by rd, as well as the image for-
mat. We calculate, for a 256 x 256 image format,
rd =4x 10 cm (which can be achieved with a CEMA),
and a 10-h running time, that pd =1.6x10 ' A/cm is

required for good image contrast. The values E and
sinO vary widely. For our calculation we use the prop-
erties of the W single-crystal moderator which has
E =2.2 eV, O =20, and dL'=0.08 eV, and we take
C, =2 mm, which is typical of magnetic lenses used in
the TEM. Because of the small dL', chromatic aberra-
tions are small and we can apply Eq. (4), using the above
numerical values to calculate R (p ) for E = 1, 10, and
100 keV (Fig. 2). Also shown in Fig. 2 is the current
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FIG. 2. The expected resolution of the TPM under condi-
tions discussed in the text. Also shown is the diffraction-limit
current density, p~', and the resolution limit due to diffraction,
Q ', at loo keg.
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In this example, R ' occurs at p '=1.6X10 A/cm .

At the present time the reactor-based Brookhaven Na-
tional Laboratory's beam has the highest value of p so
far achieved (6X IO ' A/cm ) which we predict would

give R=5 nm at 100 keV. Higher p should be ob-
tained in the future at Brookhaven National Laboratory
or with the larger reactors of the Idaho National En-

gineering Laboratory, while beams suitable for use in a
standard laboratory setting with p~-5&&10 ' A/cm
are now envisioned.

Experimental Results A.
—s previously stated, we feel

that it is crucial to verify Eqs. (3) and (4) so that future
and more powerful TPM's, as well as other types of e+
microscopes, can be constructed. We thus analyze in

some detail the prediction of R for our instrument and

its comparison with experiment.
The values of our TPM parameters are C, =4.3 cm,

C, =2.4 cm, p =(2.4+ 1.2) X10 ' A/cm, sin0
=1, E =2 eV, and ~=2 eV, and we measured
rd=(2.0+0.5)X10 cm by taking images of single-

particle events. The beam energy, E, was set at 1.3 keV,
in order to demonstrate that the TPM could operate at
the low voltages where the largest differences between
e and e+ images may appear, as discussed below. We
set pd=1.6X10 ' A/cm, 16 times the CEMA dark
noise. Using the above values in Eq. (3), we predict
R =1.6+ 0.5 pm, and to match this resolution to rd we

set M=rd/R =125. A contrast aperture (Fig. 1) re-
stricts a to the 3' required to achieve r =1.6 pm. The
predicted (total) measured resolution R, the quadra-
ture sum of the lens resolution and the (equal) detector
resolution Rd, is R =2.2 pm.

Images were obtained for polyvinyl-acetate-chloride
copolymer (VYNS) 'o foils less than 800 A thick (upper
limit determined from optical interferometry techniques)

FIG. 3. The first TPM picture. The photograph is a VYNS
film, taken at 55 times magnification. The image was obtained
after adjustment of the objective lens voltage until the filamen-
tary structure of the unbroken areas of the foil between the
grid wires (spacing 250 pm) was in focus. The brightest areas
are tears in the fragile VYNS film.

supported on a 100-line, 82% transmitting copper mesh.
The use of the films allowed us to determine the un-

known effects of inelastic scattering on the chromatic
aberration term in Eq. (3). At these thicknesses, (20-
50)%%uo of the incident beam was transmitted, leading us to
estimate, from e+ range measurements, that the actual
target thicknesses were 200-400k Images of various
targets were taken at M=55x, 75X, and 100x. The
best contrast is obtained at M =55X. One such image is

shown in Fig. 3. It required 4 h of signal averaging to
accumulate. The magnification was calibrated from the
known 250-pm grid wire spacing. Gaussian fits to a his-

togram of one of the grid wires in Fig. 3 with and
without VYNS film yielded respectively (errors are sta-
tistical) R =9+' I and 4.5~0.5 pm. The latter is in

agreement with the predicted value R =4 ~ 1 pm. We
conclude that the predictions of Eq. (3) are verified to
within experimental error and that chromatic aberrations
due to inelastic scattering in the target degrade the reso-
lution by only a factor of 2. Such an effect is not serious
enough to prevent the use of the TPM at energies down
to 1 keV.

Applications of the TPM.—Because of the opposite
sign of the Coulomb interaction, a number of well-known
differences exist between e+ and e in their scattering
interactions with matter in the energy range (I keV
& E & 1 MeV) and angular range (8 & 5 x 10 rad) of

interest. Comparison of the resulting contrast differ-
ences between TEM and TPM images taken under oth-
erwise identical conditions could help isolate the effects
of particular terms in the scattering cross section on im-

age formation in a manner which cannot be done with
the TEM alone. In particular, for E &100 keV, the
screening of the nucleus is more effective for e+, result-
ing in a substantially reduced small-angle scattering. "
Using the method of Lentz'2 and the e+ vs e
Thomas-Fermi screening angles, " we calculate that, at
E =50 keV, a strongly Z-dependent (Z is the atomic
number) fractional difference in the amplitude contrast,
ranging from 10% for Z=8 to 130% for Z=80, exists
between the TPM and TEM. These differences should
be 2-3 times larger at lower energies. ' Comparison of
the contrast differences (once they are calibrated) be-
tween TPM and TEM images may provide information
on atomic form factors due to the screening
differences, ' and could eventually, because of the strong
Z dependence, prove a sensitive microanaiysis technique.
The strong repulsion of the e+ by the nuclear charge will

also alter the phase shifts of the partial waves compared
to e . ' This will result in differences in the phase con-
trast which could be as large as those calculated above
for the amplitude contrast. A further consequence of the
suppressed elastic scattering is a factor of 1.3 increase in

the ratio of the e+ to e range for E & 100 keV. ' As a
result, thicker targets or lower energies can be used in
the TPM for a given contrast.
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In addition to the above effects in the elastic scatter-

ing, the inelastic cross section is predicted' to increase
for e+ compared to e by as much as 15% at E (100
keV, as a result of a term proportional to Z, altering
the relative contributions of elastic and inelastic scatter-
ing to the contrast in the TPM. The increased inelastic
scattering also results in a larger energy loss per unit

length for e+ vs e . As a consequence, the secondary
e intensity produced from thin targets will be increased
and the spectral composition altered when e+ rather
than e are incident on the target. When combined
with a secondary e analysis technique the TPM should

provide a different sensitivity to target composition from
that of the TEM. Finally, major differences are predict-
ed to occur between e and e+ diffraction contrast at
energies up to 1 MeV. ' Comparison of these differences

might help to resolve questions concerning defect forma-
tion in materials. '

We are also analyzing a number of smaller effects
which occur for E )50 keV which could also prove to be
of utility. 's Among these are several new signals which

have no analog in the TEM, but which will appear in the
TPM as a result of e+ annihilation in fiight. These sig-

nals contain information on the binding energies and
momentum-space distribution of the target electrons. '

They are annihilation of the e+ in the target into two y
rays, 's annihilation into a single y ray with the emission
of a coincident x-ray, ' radiationless annihilation with

the emission of a high-energy electron, and positron-
electron capture. '

In conclusion, we have taken the 6rst transmission

positron microscope pictures and veriffed our predictions
of the resolution. As discussed above, several substantial
differences should exist between the TEM and TPM.
Our experience with the prototype TPM should be appl-
icable to the proposed e+ reemission microscope' and

possibly to the recently demonstrated e+ microprobe,
and has allowed us to design and begin construction of
an instrument with sufficient current density to allow

TPM resolutions approaching the diffraction limit.
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